26TH ANNUAL
KITCHENS OF THE YEAR

Frederick Liebhardt’s Redwood Wonder
A Cardiff Home of Many Colors
Point Loma’s Kitchen-Aid Garden
UNCONVENTIONAL ACCENTS

These avant-garde accessories range from quirky and vividly colored to neutrally toned and nature-centric, representative of the artistic spectrum present in Bohemian design.

1. Gino Carollo April, May and June shelves: Property Furniture, propertyfurniture.com
2. Kristi Kohut If You Believe painting: Lulu & Georgia, luluandgeorgia.com
3. Matthew Studios Freya pull in smokey quartz and Hayden knob in malachite: San Diego Hardware, 858-576-1892
4. Transparent Arrows ceramic platter: Leif, leifshop.com
5. Frida wallpaper in Pink: Ashley Woodson Bailey, ashleywoodsonbailey.com
6. Boyce Studio planter in ash: Consort, consort-design.com